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Fashion Pakistan Week (FPW) 2019 recently came up with their latest
festive and winter wear collections during a three-day event held
in Karachi. The designers put their best foot forward in order to set
standards for the ever-growing fashion industry of Pakistan.
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The Good, the Bad
and the Ugly

e are living in an age of information explosion, where the world has shrunk into a global
village. The vital function of mass media is that it is the thinking mode of any society.
The commercial nature of media was discovered in its economic advantages. The literacy
rate has grown somewhat in Pakistan and has played a role in media development. The
arrival of cable TV has also played a vital role. When the private sector became involved in
public transmissions, it posed a great challenge to state media. State media had to improve
and become more open and provide realistic stories. All media had the potential to grow.
The phenomenon of community-based radio channels i.e. FM channels, has also played an
important role in media development. A number of press and printing groups were permitted
to operate. They launched their own TV channels, such as Dawn, Jang, Nawa e Waqt, etc.,
despite the fact that they were newspaper publishers too.
Mass media is a major source of providing news and entertainment. The entertainment
and news value of media has played a very important role in social development. However,
electronic media enjoys a larger scope over print media, since it has a wider audience, is easily
accessible and is understood by even illiterate people. The electronic media provides a wide
range of entertainment and news according to the interests of different age groups, tastes
and languages. The talk show mania has brought more liberalization and has given rise to a
revolution since various issues are being openly discussed and this enhance the awareness
of people.
The realization in the people and Government about the role of media in society and
economic development has been brought into focus. The commercial aspects attached to the
media have contributed to rapid development. Considerable infrastructure development has
taken place and modern state-of-art-studios, latest equipment, communication facilities like
video conferencing, fax, electronic data transfer, chat, mobiles, etc have brought in a revolution
and contributed immensely in media development. Advertisements and commercials have
also brought big money to media houses. The contents of programmes are changing and the
high economic stakes attached to the media have brought in professionalism in all its related
fields. In fact, due to an open market, there is a scarcity of professional media persons.
While the abundance of media outlets has on the one hand created a lot of employment
opportunities but on the other it poses challenges to media people to excel in their fields.
Dozens of other factors have played a role in the development of Pakistani media. It has been a
“watchdog” on actions of the state, and has played an important role in discussing untouched
subjects. This has helped in harmonizing the nation on otherwise contentious issues. The
competition among the channels is bringing in qualitative improvement in the contents and
other aspects of programmes. The level of awareness has increased.
Media discussions and other programmes highlighting various issues, holding discussions
and identifying the reasons and points of view of different interest groups. Stances of different
segments of society on key issues are brought in which helps develop public opinion on
different issues. Media is also used by the state, the civil society and different organizations to
promote educational activity. For example, the AIOU uses media for distant education. Media
supports democracy by bringing out the democratic norms and inculcating these in the public.
Providing live coverage of parliament proceedings, covering activities of politicians and putting
out programmes on democratic procedures helps this cause. Media provides the viewpoint of
the public on public issues and gives voice to the people.It can be said that the liberalization
of media since the early 2000s by military ruler Pervez Musharraf has helped in strengthening
national development, supporting democracy, highlighting public issues, giving a voice to the
neglected elements of society and expanding the public entertainment spectrum.
On the negative side, media has encouraged consumerism, created a moral vacuum,
encouraged westernization, damaged the national image and created false values. Media
is negatively manipulating the interests of the people who are not yet educated enough to
realize the twisted facts. The Pakistani media is also blamed for overwhelming negativism. It is
said to glamorize issues and resort to negative exaggeration of topics. Newspaper headlines
depict violence and negativity and this demoralizes the nation. At times news is given without
authentication and unethical material and photographs are shown promoting vulgarization.
This is damaging the basic fiber of the nation. The prime question is: where is the liberalized
media leading the nation?
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Readers’ Thoughts

Modifying Lifestyle

T

his is with reference to the last month’s cover story on Pakistan L’Oreal Paris
Bridal Week (PLBW) 2019 ‘Changing Trends’. From the rise and fall of silhouettes
to the mandate on materials, some of Pakistan’s most celebrated designers unveiled their latest festive and wedding wear collections at the event. Sania Maskatiya
brought a myriad of colours to the ramp while Misha Lakhani presented a regal showcase. The event carried forward the legacy of bridal wear intertwining traditional and
modern silhouettes. Ahmed Sultan, J&H Studio, Tayab Moazzam Studio and Asma
Aslam were among those who made their debut on the fashion platform with their
bridal collections. Vibrantly energetic and professionally executed shows summed up
the finale. Needless to say, each presented a perfect fashion guide for the upcoming
season’s brides – with bare minimum fashion faux pas.
Fariha Farooq
Lahore

Achieving Milestones

The Burning Train

P

A

akistani filmmakers have begun to make their presence felt
on the global stage. The Saqib Malik film ‘Baaji’ after making its mark at the DC South Asian Film Festival in the United
States and the Mosaic
International South
Asian Film Festival in
Canada, where it won
the Grand Jury Prize
as well as received
honours for Best
Supporting Actor, is
now headed to screen
at the Vancouver
International South
Asian Film Festival. ‘Baaji’ is about a Lollywood actor Shameera
(played by Meera) who is no longer approached for films due to
her age but she refused to give up on her career as a star. Before even hitting the cinema, ‘Baaji’ was applauded for its trailer
and with the response it is now getting from all over the world, it
is evident that it has more milestones to achieve.

ccidents involving Pakistan railways are frequent and there
have been a series of them during the year-old tenure of
Minister Sheikh Rashid. A dozen of them have been categorised
as major. The Tezgam inferno near Liaquatpur in southern Punjab
is a horrible reminder of the dangerous times we continue to live
in, especially in a land exposed to perils that should
have been eliminated long
ago. More than seventy
lives have been lost in the
fire that broke out in the
train as it journeyed from
Karachi. The railway minister added insult to injury
when he blamed passengers for using a gas cylinder
which caused the fire. Surely, if he was able to so quickly solve
this mystery, he could have gone on to specify which passenger
was responsible. Or did he mean that all of them were equally to
blame? The real question is: who allowed those gas cylinders into
the train?

Inefficiency of
Public Transport

they often have to endure long delays,
overcrowding and sometimes lengthy
walks to be able to get into a bus. All these
translate into tremendous sufferings and
loss of health and money daily. We need to
remember that the basic prerequisite for a
good economy is the mobility of the people
with access to an efficient public transport
system. If the city is to survive with any
degree of success, the city-planners must
fix its transport system first.

D

haka’s chaotic public transport service
is a major headache for city-dwellers.
The city is notorious for its never-ending
gridlock and critical lack of road safety. Rapid
population growth and urbanisation, extreme
inequality, inadequate road space, unplanned
roads and an archaic traffic management
system are among the reasons behind this
problem. Usually, buses and minibuses are the
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preferred modes of travel for the majority of
residents. In the absence of better alternatives,

Azmol Fuad Talukdar,
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Who Said That!

“Rape is India’s most common crime against women
and has been described by the UN’s human rights
chief as a ‘national problem.”
– Scharmin Osmany, Pakistani author.

Deteriorating
Education System

M

enace that is deeply embedded in the
minds of young adults. Despite the fact
that ragging is a criminal offence in Sri Lanka,
it has become a part of university life where
the seniors shatter the excitement and the
confidence of the newcomers to impose their
superiority. A collective initiative should be taken
to eliminate this mess. Everybody has a right to
education and if the terror of ragging prevails,
it will directly affect the quality of education and
the mentality of new students. The aftershocks
of ragging can even lead to students suffering
from Post Traumatic Syndrome Disorder
(PTSD).

Rashmi Singhe,
Colombo, Sri Lanka

“We want people to see the real Pakistan – we
believe there is a Pakistan beyond what the
Western media presents us.”
- Sarmad Ali,
Chairman, AdAsia 2019 Organizing
Committee

“No matter how tough my life was, I was always looking
up at the sky and wishing for good things.”
- Mahira Khan, Pakistani actress

“I am obsessively bent on quality - to an
unhealthy degree.”
- Brad Pitt,
American actor

Rain in Karachi

W

hile the world eagerly awaits rain as
one of the blessings of the Almighty, it
is the other way round in Karachi, where the
news of a rain spell is considered more as a
warning rather than an intimation from the
meteorological department. This is largely due
to the weak infrastructure of Karachi, which
exposes its true loop-holes during prolonged
rain spells. Mountains of garbage invade the
city, destroying the fragile civic infrastructure
while the stakeholders and administration
continue to blame each other for lack of funds
and resources. The water that accumulates
everywhere destroys roads, enters homes,
damages vehicles and endangers power
infrastructures and street lights potentially
causing serious accidents. As the mayhem
continues, authorities seem to be sipping on
their teacups or resting under the bridges while
the city slowly steps into its grave.

“I just really am trying, trying, all the time. But I like to be
scared. I love to suddenly feel out of control.”
- Kristen Stewart, American actress

“It is very easy to point fingers at others sitting at home,
but very difficult to play the game.”
- Misbah-ul-Haq,
former Pakistan Test cricketer

“I am not someone who craves being
captain, I am more interested in
scoring runs for Pakistan.”
- Babar Azam, Pakistani cricketer

Gulshan Naz,
Karachi, Pakistan
“I don’t mind people hating me, because it pushes me.”
- Cristiano Ronaldo, footballer
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Grapevine

Jealous Ex-wife

R

eham Khan Prime Minister
Imran Khan’s former wife,
was not encouraging about
his speech at the UN General
Assembly. There was a time,
not too long ago, when Reham
Khan couldn’t stop praising
Imran Khan. She now reportedly believes the Prime Minister
should stop talking about Indian
Occupied Kashmir. A lot of
people think the lady needs to
take her deteriorating mental
condition seriously! It’s obvious Reham doesn’t have anything productive to do after the
divorce. Perhaps some psychiatric help will do her good. Or
she can still get her weather-girl job back on British TV.

did not spend a single paisa of his own. Malik Riaz (of Bahria
fame) gifted it to him. The Bilawal House in Karachi is on 0.2
acres while the one in Lahore is on 25 acres! It is bombproof
since it has 30 inch thick walls, each filled with security
gadgets. The house itself has an airstrip for helicopters and
small jets. It can easily cater to 10,000 people and is said to
be worth Rs.5 billion.

Back to Old Job

W

as this the right time to send Pakistan UN Permanent
Representative Maleeha Lodhi home? After all, she
conducted everything quite well when Prime Minister Imran

The House He Didn’t
Build
Bilawal Bhutto’s ‘Jab barish hoti
hai tou paani aata hai, jab ziada
barish hoti hai to ziada paani aata
hai’ explanation of the rain havoc in
Karachi was hilarious. He seems to
be untouched by reality, obviously
because of the privilege he is
surrounded
by. Among
other things,
the PPP
Chairman
owns a
house in
Lahore on
which he

Khan went to New
York to meet world
leaders concerning
the Kashmir issue.
He also made a
great speech at the
General Assembly.
It turned out Maleeha had completed her tenure at the UN.
The man who replaced her has been at the UN before – Munir
Akram, who served as Pakistan’s Permanent Representative
from 2002 to 2008. He is back at his old job. Widely known
for having a rather hardcore and aggressive approach, Maleeha Lodhi is said to prefer the peace-making route.

She Wasn’t
Recognized

M

ahira Khan was at the Paris Fashion
Week. It was L’Oreal that gave her the
chance. In its report, Daily Mail, however,
referred to her as a ‘L’Oreal team member’.
The newspaper had failed to recognize
Mahira Khan, the most popular actress in
Pakistan these days. Even then, nothing
stopped Mahira from spreading her magic.
During ‘Le Defile L’Oreal Paris,’ a part of
the Paris Fashion Week, she danced down
the runway with renowned English actress

8
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Mahira Khan with US singer Camila Cabello and other models at Paris Fashion
week (L). With US actor Eva Longoria (R).
Mahira Khan with Helen
Mirren during the "Le Defile
L'Oreal Paris" show as part of
Paris Fashion Week.

Helen Mirren. She was also seen
rubbing shoulders with singer
Camila Cabello as well as Eva
Longoria and Amber Heard.

Newsbeat

Sajal says No to
Indian film

S

ajal Aly has rejected an offer to do an Indian film because she believes no
Pakistani should work for India till the atrocities and human rights violations by
India do not end in Kashmir.

Sajal is called ‘the queen of expressions’. She has worked in many plays and has also
appeared in the Indian film ‘Mom’ with the late Sridevi.
She believes there is amazing talent in Pakistan’s film industry which has played an
important role in the revival of the industry. She also praises the efforts of directors and producers who are working to better the entertainment sector.
She says, “If I can achieve the same level of fame and respect in my country why would
I want to go to India?”

Waheed Murad
Celebrated

New Cadbury Ad

A

connection between a mother and daughter is truly special and that is what the new
Cadbury commercial highlights. Usually, mothers are shown making all the sacrifices
to see their children smile but Cadbury shows the other side as well. The mother does
get emotional and hugs her daughter while the background says, ‘Kuch meetha ho jaye,
Kuch acha ho jaye’.

Firdous Jamal Again

I

t seems Firdous Jamal is not happy with any new actor. After he got a lot of
heat for his remarks against Mahira Khan, he has now criticized Imran Ashraf.
Talking about young actors in general, in a TV show, he said these actors
were not actors but models and mere showpieces. He said they pretended
to act but in fact, they
could not act. He believes
young actors are not spontaneous and are pretentious.
For example, he says, there
have been many other actors
in the past who have played
the role similar to the one Imran
Ashraf played in ‘Ranjha Ranjha
Kardi’ but they did it in a much
better way.

T

he late actor Waheed Murad was
honoured by Google Doodle on his 81st
birth anniversary.
Waheed Murad began his career with
the film ‘Insan Badalta Hai’ in 1960 as a
producer. In 1961, he did a supporting role
for ‘Aulaad’. From ‘Aulaad’
to ‘Zalzala’, he acted
in 125 Urdu films.
He also worked
in eight Punjabi
films and one
Pashto film.
Songs such
as ‘Ko Ko
Korina’, ‘Akele
Na Jana’, and
many others made
him an icon in the
Pakistani film industry.
Among some of his other best known
films are ‘Dil Mera Dharkan Teri’, ‘Heera Aur
Pathar’, ‘Armaan’, ‘Andaleeb’, ‘Mastana
Mahi’, ‘Insaniat’, ‘Devar Bhabhi’, etc. He
won several Nigar awards.
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Newsbeat

Hard Rock in Maldives

H

ard Rock International and Hotels
& Resorts introduced memorable
music-¬‐inspired stays in the
Maldives for the first time when Hard Rock
Hotel officially opened.
Nestled in the exquisite Emboodhoo
Lagoon, just 15 minutes by boat from Malé
International Airport, Hard Rock Hotel forms

part of Crossroads Maldives, the country’s
first and only integrated resort. Whether
you are travelling with your family seeking
a hassle-¬‐free holiday, are with a group of
friends in search of an upbeat break or with
your other half who wants to vacation in style,
this vivacious beachfront hotel offers plenty of
opportunities to stay and play.

Indian actor has crush
on Mahira Khan

I

ndian actor Avinash Tiwary
seems to have a huge crush
on Mahira Khan. He posted
her photos
on his story
with a heart
emoji.
This is
not the first
time someone has
admitted
to having
a crush on
her. Many
people
publicly have similar crushes. As it is,
Mahira Khan is known for her beautiful
looks.
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Inspired by local culture, Hard Rock Hotel
infuses contemporary design features with
tropical architecture along with regionally¬inspired and authentic music memorabilia,
including items from regional sensations Chun
Xiao and Khun Asanee Chotikul, as well as
international superstars like Shakira and Justin
Timberlake.

Mohsin Abbas
Lost

M

ohsin Abbas has disappeared
from the Duniya TV show
‘Mazaq Raat’ that gave him recognition as a singer. His career was going
great guns when a marital dispute arose
with wife Fatema Sohail. She accused
him of domestic violence and appealed
for help. As a result, Mohsin got fired from
the ‘Mazaq Raat’ team. Subsequently,
a screenshot of a video chat between
Mohsin Abbas and his alleged girlfriend
Nazish Jahangir was leaked
and that brought in a new
dimension. Both denied
any truth of a relationship.
Now ‘Mazaq Raat’
has a new singer but
Mohsin Abbas was
in a class of his
own.

Newsbeat

A

Twist in the Tale

bdullah Kadwani and Asad
Qureshi delve into a love-hate relationship with a twist in ‘Kaheen
Deep Jaley’ featuring Imran Ashraf and
Neelum Munir. Written by Qaisera Hayat
and directed by Saima Waseem, this is a
touching story of a complicated relationship between Imran Ashraf and Neelum

Munir. Rida is beautiful and innocent but
she faces trouble and misery because
of the misunderstandings created by
her jealous sister-in-law. Defamed by
the sister-in-law and suspected by her
husband, Rida’s life turns upside down
and the rest is a twist.

Off Chanel Runway
G

igi Hadid was forced to escort a prankster off the catwalk after
she invaded the Chanel show at the Paris Fashion Week. The
24-year-old model looked less than impressed as she marched
the impostor off the set after she got onto the runway dressed in a
houndstooth two-piece at Grand Palais in France.
The imposter, now known as Marie, describes herself as a comedian and YouTube personality. She crawled onto the stage and positioned herself in the middle of the models, including Kaia Gerber, as
they presented the fashion house’s spring 2020 collection.
Although she went unnoticed by the security guards, Gigi took
matters into her own hands as she stormed up to Marie, placed a
firm hand on her shoulder and escorted her backstage.
Marie was rather impressed with her antics as she explained on
her social media pages afterwards. ”You see, last week I did the
Etam catwalk just like that because I’ve always wanted to walk the
runway. I found it a bit low end so I decided to face the best runway,
Chanel.”

Zeera Plus TVC

T

he new TVC of Lu’s Zeera Plus has a
tagline that says, ‘Kuch rishtay bantay
hee ek doosray ke liye hain’. It features
Ahad Raza Mir and Sajal Aly. The two play
the role of a couple sharing a cute banter.
Sajal is busy making tea for her onscreen spouse in the TVC and you hear the
tagline at the end which says that some
relations are only made for each other just
like tea and Zeera Plus.
It is always good to have someone by

your side through thick and thin and that’s
exactly what Lu’s Zeera Plus’s says. Ahad
and Sajal make a beautiful couple and are
a great choice for the commercial. The
couple are also on the screen in ‘Yakeen ka
Safar’ and since then have announced their
betrothal.

Trying Hard

S

hah Rukh Khan hasn’t had real box
office success since ‘Raees’ (2017).
So he has been on the lookout for a
potential blockbuster for a while and he
seems to have found the right role with
the right director for his next film. News
is that he is in discussion for a Hindi
remake of Quentin Tarantino’s ‘Kill Bill’, to
be directed by the wildly talented Anurag
Kashyap.
SRK will play the baddie Bill, the role
that originally David Carradine did with
spine-chilling coolness. After getting killed
at the box office with ‘Zero’, here’s hoping
Shah Rukh lives up to this opportunity.

PIA Discount

T

he limit on baggage weight puts everyone in a difficult spot. On pre-reserved
seat purchase, PIA offers more baggage
allowance to passengers. The facility is
available at many international and domestic routes.

PIA seems to understand the dilemma
and accepts excess weight in multiples of 5
kgs up from the time of buyng the ticket to
4 hours before flight departure. This adds
up to a 50% discount. The maximum baggage limit is set according to the destination. Now you can take an additional piece
for Toronto!
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Newsbeat

Zindagi
Tamasha

Laal Kabootar
Best Film

A

fter becoming Pakistan’s entry to the
Oscars and earning Ahmed Ali Akbar
a win at the Washington DC South Asian
Film Festival, ‘Laal Kabootar’ has received

S

armad Khoosat’s latest film ‘Zindagi
Tamasha’ featuring Arif Hasan and
Eman Suleman is showing at South Korea’s
Busan International Film Festival, often considered the most prestigious film festival in
Asia. This is the second Pakistani film, after
Jami’s ‘Moor’, to be an official selection at
the festival. The film’s trailer is already drawing interest and critical praise from viewers,
since it revolves around issues of religious
mores, media shaming and sexual identities
- issues not often dealt with in Pakistan’s
film industry.

P

All Praise for
Amir

akistan lost the T-20 series against the Sri
Lankan visitors but sgnificant gains have
been made by Pakistan players in the latest
update of the MRF Tyres ICC Men’s ODI Player
Rankings. Muhammad Amir, the left-arm fast
bowler who retired from Tests earlier this year,
has risen six spots in the list led by India’s Jasprit
Bumrah after finishing with four wickets, including a haul of three for 50. His previous highest
ranking was 10th in June this year.

Nobel Prize for Medicine

U

S researchers William Kaelin, Gregg Semenza and
Britain’s Peter Ratcliffe share
the Nobel Prize for Medicine
this year for discoveries on
how cells sense and adapt
to oxygen availability. Their
research has paved the way
for promising new strategies
to fight anaemia, cancer and
many other diseases. The trio
had identified molecular machinery that
regulates the activity of genes in response
to varying levels of oxygen, which is central
to a large number of diseases.
Kaelin works at the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute in the US while Semenza
is the director of the Vascular Research
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Program at the Johns Hopkins Institute for
Cell Engineering. Ratcliffe is director of clinical research at the Francis Crick Institute in
London and director of the Target Discovery
Institute in Oxford.
The three will share the Nobel Prize
sum of nine million Swedish kronor (about
914,000 US dollars or 833,000 euros).

the Best Feature Film title through TSAFF’s
Archana Soy Audience Choice Awards.
Tasveer claims to be one of USA’s
largest South Asian film festivals and has
a mission to engage and educate the community through thought-provoking films,
stories and issues from South Asia and its
Diaspora.

PINE Motivates

P

eople’s Incubation New Enterprise (PINE)
organized an open forum for young entrepreneurs
to encourage and
inspire
them.
PINE is a
business
incubation
initiative
under the
collaboration of Rehan Ateeq and Arif Osmani. This
event was held at the Osmani House supported by Roots-Tesco Pakistan.
The discussion revolved around start-ups
and SMEs and how the ecosystem needs
to be developed. While everyone seemed to
agree that there are a lot of opportunities and
areas that must be explored, there are challenges that new entrepreneurs face when
they try to enter the industry. Pine provides a
platform to young entrepreneurs.

Cover
Story
Feature

T

Fashion Pakistan Week (FPW) 2019

his season, Fashion Pakistan
Week hosted a line-up of
twenty exuberant designers and
their ensembles created with
impeccable craftsmanship and
finesse. The show was opened by Alkaram
Studio who displayed their collection ‘La Vie
En Rose’ which translates to ‘Life in Pink’. It
sought to spread breast cancer awareness
across fashion platforms. The collection
featured layers and exaggerated ruffles
across all garments, depicting the signature
breast cancer ribbons. Muneeb Butt and
Ayeza Khan were the showstoppers.
‘Gul-e-Nar’ by Boheme Gul-e-Anar was a
striking collection inspired by the breathtaking Sindhi gajj embroidery. Saboor Aly
closed the show with red bandhani dupatta
and funky braid. Gogi by Hasan Riaz presented the collection ‘Lost in my French
Garden’ which had an attitude attached to

the outfits as it paid homage to the French
gardens. Nimra Khan as the showstopper with vintage embellishments appeared
divine. ‘Tirana’ by Yasmin Zaman featured
Albanian kilts and vests through the colours
and fabrics of Pakistani formal wear. Sarwat
Gilani as the showstopper turned heads
in an olive green velvet outfit while Fauzia
Aman stunned in a sunny yellowish-orange
silk kaftan for ‘Mahnoor’ by Ayesha Farooq.
The collection showcased delicately crafted
workmanship on a contemporary version of
wedding wear.
The second day showcased ‘Laboratorio
Delle Nazioni’ by Stella Jean, the HaitianItalian designer considered to be Giorgio
Armani’s protégé. From the glittering
runway of Milan Fashion Week, the ramp
of FPW saw the unique collection of vibrant
patterns and unique cuts incorporating
both pieces of Italian and Pakistani culture

together. Humayun Alamgir’s collection
‘Style Mara Tou Darna Kya’ was inspired by
European kings and Italian mafias. The boys
Shehzad Sheikh, Agha Ali, Fahad Mirza,
Ali Safina, Asad Siddiqui and Muneeb Butt
with their fearless attitude were impressive.
Pink Tree Company showcased ‘Colour in
Technicolour’, a series of vibrant saris and
traditional ensembles that were complete
with stunning gota and zardozi embellishments. Navin Waqar walked as the showstopper in a colour coordinated number.
ZuriaDor’s collection was a representation
of women and their strength as the ‘Centre
of Gravity’.
‘Shahi Rendezvous’ by Zellbury was a
mixture of oversized outfits, incorporating
check patterns, polka dots and peacockinspired colour tones, along with motifs and
embroidery. Hina Altaf was the showstopper for the brand. Splash represented a
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Cover Story

funky and colourful take on
‘Streetwear’. The collection featured modern cuts and styles,
showcasing bold and vibrant
colours, with excessive use
of denim and accessories.
‘Something old, something
new, something borrowed, something
not so blue’ by
Maheen
Khan was
filled with
statement silhouettes that were
flowy and solid.
Areeba Habib
walked the ramp as
the showstopper.
Zainab Chottani showcased ‘Khawahish’
on the third day that executed traditional
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craftsmanship and the
designer’s
love for royal
vintage design elements infused with timeless crafts such as zardozi, tilla and mukesh
work. Mawra Hocane and Fahad Mustafa
were the showstoppers for the brand.
Huma Adnan showcased her new collection along with her jewellery line. Deputy
Counsel of USA, Darian Arky stunned the
crowd in a dapper black velvet sherwani
along with showstopper Noor Khan who
adorned an elaborate traditional red and
gold bridal ensemble. Playing with hues of
mint green, cream gold and exuberant maroon, exhibiting bold cuts with birds in embroidery, Nauman Arfeen with his collection
‘Uraan’ told the story of an undying bond
of a father and his son. Shaneira Akram
presented ‘Limitless’ by Saba Asad in an
exquisite pastel outfit with sneakers and
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yoga tights underneath
her bridal ensemble.
Shiza Hasan’s ‘Talea’
had Wasim Akram as
the showstopper. With
Fawad Khan’s voice
in the background,
SFK Bridals presented
‘Adam & Eve’ celebrating the new trend
of couples colour
coordinating their
looks for their special
day. Feroze Khan and
Hania Amir were the
showstoppers of the
brand. ‘Ishq-e-Raag’
by Ayesha Ibrahim was
a mix of old school charm and incorporating modern trends with Sumbul Iqbal being the showstopper. The night came to an end with Deepak
Perwani’s ‘Shalimar’ that invoked old world nostalgia with a modern twist
through block and screen printed luxurious fabrics, mirror work and hues
of peaches and roses. Sara Khan and Wahaj Ali turned showstoppers in
contemporary white outfits that were heavily embroidered and paired
with matching red drapery.
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Around Town

Another Burger Joint
F

amous for offering America’s number one fries, Boardwalk opened its doors in Pakistan
with the launch of an outlet at the Jinnah Super, College Road, F-7 Markaz in the heart of
Islamabad.
Boardwalk came into being when in the summer of 1980 brothers Dave and Fran DiFerdinando were strolling down the world-famous Boardwalk in Ocean City, Maryland. They, like many
other vacationers, had been there as children and would come every summer to enjoy the rides
and the legendary fries. They had an idea to make those famous fries accessible to everyone
around the country, not just those at the beach.
They opened the first Boardwalk Fries in White Marsh Mall,
a shopping mall in White Marsh Maryland, in 1981 and by
1987 they had franchises from coast to coast. These fries
were cooked many times with a special recipe, lightly salted,
served piping hot and made to order. As time
passed, customers began asking for a
burger to go with their famous Boardwalk
Fries. This could be a fresh product - a
never frozen, hand-made burger that was
prepared every morning and made to order.
Hence, the Boardwalk Fries Burgers Shakes
was born.
The new eatery in Islamabad has a tender,
inviting roadside view that would be perfect to
put you in an urban vacation frame of mind. The
sights, sounds and especially the taste from the world’s delicious Boardwalk Fries, juicy and made-to-order burgers and creamy shakes, have
your hunger covered.

J. Expands

J.

(J Dot) has opened a new and
bigger store at Karachi’s Clifton
Dolmen Mall.
With 4,200 sq. feet, the store stocks
clothing for men, women and kids as well
as accessories, fragrances and cosmetics.
The original J. store was established
in 2002 with the unique philosophy of
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reviving Pakistan’s cultural heritage, The
store chain has expanded to more than
100 outlets nationwide, plus 20 outlets in
the UK, Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
the UAE and Qatar.
How the chain portrays a positive cultural image of Pakistan in not clear.

Review

Rambo: Last Blood

By Faizan Usmani

‘M

y name is Rambo, John Rambo,
the cockroach killer.’ The famous
line belongs to Afzal Khan, a Pakistani TV
and film actor whose first appearance in a
PTV drama serial ‘Guest House’ in 1992
made him famous at a stroke, chiefly by
virtue of his resemblance to Sylvester
Stallone, an American actor who happens
to be the protagonist of the ‘Rambo’ film
series.

In the action genre, Rambo is recognized
as one of the most influential film sequels of all
time. Particularly for those who were born or
raised during the 1980s and 1990s, Rambo
happens to be the most entertaining name
that is remembered for its action-packed performance, full of adventure, aggression, suspense, chases, escapes and, of course, ruthless violence. Released in 1982, ‘First Blood,’
was the first film of the Rambo franchise and
until now four more instalments of the series
have been released.
A fictional character, John James Rambo
is an American Vietnam War veteran plagued
by post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). He
first appeared in the 1972 novel ‘First Blood’
by David Morrell and the novel was turned into
a blockbuster film in 1982 by Ted Kotcheff.
The latest and probably the last sequel,
‘Rambo: Last Blood’ has recently been released. It is directed by Adrian Grunberg and
co-written by Matthew Cirulnick and Sylvester Stallone. The film featrures Paz Vega (as
Carmen Delgado), Sergio Peris-Mencheta (as
Hugo Martinez), Adriana Barraza (as Maria
Beltran),Yvette Monreal (as Gabriela), Pascacio Lopez (as El Flaco), Joaquín Cosío (as
Don Manuel) and Oscar Jaenada (as Victor
Martinez).
In this latest film, Rambo embarks on a
new mission when he travels from Arizona
to Mexico to rescue and bring his adopted
daughter Gabriela home.
Some eleven years after his Burma mission, as the story goes, John Rambo is living a peaceful life in his father’s horse ranch in

Bowie, a remote town in Arizona. He is living
with Maria Beltran, his old friend, and Gabriela, Beltran’s granddaughter. One day, Gizelle,
a friend of Gabriela, informs Gabriela that her
biological father, Miguel, is alive and is living a
solitary life somewhere in Mexico.
Gabriela and Gizelle decide to go to
Mexico to meet Miguel and they do it quite
secretly, despite the fact that both Rambo
and Maria are not in favour of this idea as it
could land them in some unforeseen trouble.
However, Gabriele is desperate to meet her
father to know the reason why he left her
and her mother in the lurch nearly a couple
of decades earlier. Gizelle and Gabriela go
to Mexico and successfully find Miguel, who
is miserably ill and seems to be living his last
days in a cluttered apartment. Miguel says
he always wanted to lead a lone life and left
Gabriele and her mother because he had no
interest in living with them.
Feeling sad and dejected, Gabriela goes
to a local pub with Gizelle to have some relief from the painful shock. The story takes a
sudden twist when the enforcers of a Mexican
cartel kidnap a drugged Gabriela and take her
to some unknown place.
When Rambo is informed about Gabriela’s kidnapping, he immediately leaves for
Mexico and interrogates Gizelle and Miguel
about Gabriela’s possible whereabouts. Led
by Gizelle, Rambo visits the pub where from
Gabriela was kidnapped and comes across El
Flaco, a middle-aged man who last spoke to
Gabriela. After a bitter exchange of words and
nasty blows, he leads Rambo to Gabriela’s
location, but Carmen Delgado, a mysterious
woman at the pub, follows Rambo throughout the hunt.
Before reaching Gabriela, Rambo confronts the armed members of the Mexican
cartel, led by Victor Martinez and Hugo Martinez. They beat Rambo to the point of unconsciousness, take his driving licence as well as
a photo of Gabriela. Victor recognizes her and
decides to mistreat her further to inflict more
pain on Rambo.
Carmen Delgado takes Rambo to her

home and takes care of him until he recovers from the injuries. To him, she introduces
herself as an independent journalist whose
sister was kidnapped and murdered a few
years earlier, allegedly by the Martinez brothers. After his recovery, Rambo re-starts his
mission by raiding a brothel, where he finds
a drugged Gabriela lying in a pitiable state. He
takes her home back to Bowie, but she dies
in the middle of the journey from the forced
overdose administered by the cartel.
Bent out of shape, Rambo sends Maria
away from the home, rigs the horse ranch
with booby-traps, and returns to Mexico to
find Victor Martinez with the help of Carmen.
She initially shows some hesitation, but finally
agrees to help out Rambo who seems to be
on a killing spree to avenge Gabriela’s death.
Raiding Victor’s home, Rambo decapitates his head and kills his several bodyguards
in one go. Hugo Martinez attacks Rambo’s
ranch to avenge his brother’s brutal murder,
but he, along with his group of hit-man, ends
up falling victim to the rigged traps. The film’s
happy ending is too scary to viewers when
Rambo mutilates Hugo, ripping his heart out.
The gory revenge saga comes to an end
when Rambo, in his trademark style, saddles
up his horse, raises his cowboy hat and rides
off into the sunset, while promising himself
to continue fighting as for him it is the only
way that helps him keep the memories of his
loved ones alive.
As is rightly suggested by the film’s title,
‘Rambo: Last Blood’ looks to be and must
be the last blood spree by Sylvester Stallone in his 47-year long acting career being
Rambo.
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IT Ends

A Haunting Sequel
By Syeda Areeba Rasheed

FILM

T

Twenty-seven year ago, seven adolescents who called themselves the ‘Losers Club’ escaped the villainous grasp and
defeated the murderous clown Pennywise
(Bill Skarsgård). The Losers Club made
Pennywise go back to whatever parallel
dimension it came from. In the last moments of the first ‘IT’, they made an oath
to return if the evil resurfaced. ‘If it ever
comes back, we’ll come back too’. The
moment reaffirmed their friendship and
the bond they shared over the summer.
Much like the first instalment of the film,
‘IT: Chapter Two’ reminds us of how good
Stephen King is at whatever he does.
The film starts with a quick recap of
the summer of 1989, with voiceover from
the adult Mike (Isaiah Mustafa) who says,
‘Sometimes, we are what we wish we could
forget.’ Of all, only Mike remains in his hometown working at a library where he searches
the monster’s origins and finds ways to defeat it, should it ever return. Now people are
again disappearing in Derry, Maine and this
assures Mike that Pennywise is back. He
calls the rest of the Losers Club to come
back and face the otherworldly creature, as
they had done in their childhood.
The Losers Club reconnects at a Chinese restaurant and recalls the memories
of the past that still haunt them. Bill (James
McAvoy) is now a novelist whose latest book
is being adapted into a film, Richie (Bill Hader) is a hard-drinking stand-up comic who’s
as bitter as ever, Eddie (James Ransone)
remains a neurotic hypochondriac, Stanley (Andy Bean) lives in terror of his childhood nightmare returning, Beverly (Jessica
Chastain) who had a controlling and abusive relationship with her father, now has an
equally toxic husband while Ben (Jay Ryan)
is a wealthy architect who still has a crush
on Beverly even after three decades. But
before uniting them, the film initially shows
a brutal and bone-crunching homophobic
attack that will leave you shaking and this
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goes on throughout the film.
Director Andy Muschietti and screenwriter Gary Dauberman have set great intros
for the cast. Muschietti especially makes
some amazing transitions that are smooth
and inventive as every person depicts their
character from the first instalment of the
film in a remarkable way, making ‘IT Ends’
a masterpiece. Bill Hader’s performance, in
particular, is the highlight as he shows his
perfect comic timing as well as his deep
dramatic chops. Pennywise, however, remains the same with his oblong skull, fearful
eyes and shark-like grin. Skarsgård as Pennywise very cleverly manages to be both
terrifying and hilarious. He is the iconic villain that will haunt people for ages. Credit
also goes to the hair and wardrobe team for
an uncanny job in matching the kids’ earlier
look with the grown-ups.
There are some spectacular scenes in
the film like a number of ominous red balloons floating across a New England summer sky and the startlingly graphic nature of
their execution. There is a scene where the
group individually confronts their inner fears
and insecurities whilst conveying both their
weaknesses and the power that Pennywise
still maintains over them in adulthood. This
part of the film particularly devolves into a
simple jump-scare fest.
The film lacks details as to how Derry
has been in the absence of the Losers
Club. Were there any murders? Were chil-

dren disappearing during the time? Do the
sewers smell only of roses? Depriving us of
answers, Muschietti opens the film with an
attack which makes us question, was it the
sheer evil of this attack that brought Pennywise back or did the clown somehow cause
the incident?
Muschietti recognizes the value of closure and closure is what ‘IT’ is all about: You
start something as kids and then life happens. It’s as if he’s daring you to come back
and see how much worse it can get. Either
way, director Andy Muschietti has gone for
it with this sequel to his 2017 smashing hit
‘IT’, taking big swings and giving both muscularity and elegance to his craft.
‘IT’ explores childhood fears with the
first film but the sequel steps things up as
there are now years of trauma for Pennywise to poke at. From unsettling background spine-chillers to full-force fright
mare, the creature design is extremely
inventive with the sole purpose of scaring
you. There is more meanness to his tapping into the Losers’ troubles and their
nightmarish excursions feel much more
relevant to the story. Pennywise preys on
these personal demons in ways that are
much more elemental than before. He
knows what scares these characters, even
as adults. It’s the stuff of nightmares, even
when you’re wide awake in broad daylight.
He is much more violent, more overtly involved in it all.

AD-3
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